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Executive Summary
The
role
of
economic
development
organizations (EDOs) becomes more complex
and challenging with each passing year.
Budgets keep getting tighter; industry needs
continually change; and global economic,
social and environmental factors bring new
levels of complexity to the job – but the need
for EDOs to continue delivering results remains.
This paper, developed under the guidance of
IEDC’s Economic Development Research
Partners program, aims to define the
characteristics of high performing EDOs by
identifying success factors from both
organizational and leadership perspectives.
First, it is important to understand what we
mean by the term “high-performing EDO.”
Such an organization fulfills its mission by
following internal best practices, but it
accomplishes more than that. It builds
relationships and community capacity to foster
broad
prosperity,
and
it
embodies
adaptability, responsiveness and integrity. It
sees – and sometimes makes – new
opportunities. It employs its capacities and
resources to the fullest, sets its goals high, and
works diligently to attain them.
The research found that organizationally, highperforming EDOs tend to share eight success
factors. These organizations:
Are driven by their customer. With so many
stakeholders impacted by and engaged in the
work of an EDO, it can be challenging to

determine who “the customer” is – yet this step
is critical to designing effective programs and
services and to developing organizational
capacity.
Operate with a strong strategic plan. A strong
strategic plan is grounded in the realities of
the community, what it can achieve and where
it wants to be several years down the line.
High-performing EDOs also are flexible and
adaptable, however – they know when it’s
appropriate to deviate from those well-made
plans.
Measure results and adjust accordingly. Highperforming EDOs constantly evaluate their
work to determine if objectives are being met,
stay accountable, detect problems before they
escalate, and seek new ways to improve.
Are creative risk-takers. EDOs must be
entrepreneurial and innovative to understand
and address the challenges of globalization,
economic downturns, climate change, and
industry shifts. Though EDOs must deliver results
and be held accountable, sometimes they need
the freedom to be creative in order to deliver
at a higher level.
Build strong alliances and networks. Highperforming EDOs not only create opportunities
for economic development alliances and
networks to flourish, they also institutionalize
them. This ability to convene, connect and
collaborate enhances the coordination of
economic development efforts, increases
capacity, and improves credibility.
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Earn the trust and respect of their communities.
The strongest EDOs do this by consistently
delivering results; focusing on customers;
engaging in effective, open communication;
building
lasting
partnerships
and
acknowledging the contributions of partners;
and upholding high standards of integrity, trust
and honesty.
Are efficient with funding and resources. In many
cases, high-performing EDOs are working to
decrease their reliance on public-sector
funding and to diversify their funding streams
by charging for some services or looking to
non-traditional sources for funding. Beyond
financial resources, high-performing EDOs also
use their staff wisely and focus their resources
where they will have the most impact.
Invest in their people. High-performing EDOs
invest in the development and well-being of
their employees. Most organizations offer
professional development through training
programs and networking opportunities, but
most high-performing EDOs also practice
“people development” – i.e., nurturing their
potential to perform better in the future.
In addition to identifying organizational
success factors, the research explores essential
qualities of effective economic development
leaders.
High-performing
EDOs
have
passionate,
innovative and capable leadership. They care
deeply about what they do, motivate their
staff and partners, think creatively, and
effectively carry through on their commitments.

Leaders of high-performing EDOs are strategic
thinkers and operators. Effective leaders
anticipate opportunities and prepare for them;
create opportunities by thinking innovatively;
and transform challenges into opportunities.
Great
leaders
are
highly
effective
communicators. The ability to communicate well
distinguishes leaders of high-performing EDOs
from their competitors. They are able to distill
and convey complex ideas; use different
communication styles to meet the needs of
different audiences; are active listeners; and
maintain open lines of communication.
Leaders of high-performing EDOs embrace
change as a baseline for success. Highperforming EDOs are adaptable and have
staff and leadership that embrace change,
rather than fear it, and seek to find new
opportunities in it.
High-performing EDOs form great teams to carry
out the work. Developing a talented staff and
providing them with meaningful roles gives
them a stake in the organization’s mission and
success, resulting in a dedicated team that is
stronger than the sum of its parts.
Leaders of high-performing EDOs are ethical and
represent community interests. Ethical behavior
is modeled at the top and supported with
policies and resources that enable employees
and peers to make ethical decisions. These
organizations never lose sight of their
responsibility to serve the greater good of the
community.
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The prevailing theme of this research is that
organizations and leaders must be adaptable
to changing circumstances. It is imperative for
EDOs to nurture their capacity and skills in
responding to change and become effective
change agents as a result. It is our hope that

this paper provides readers with a framework
for improving both the effectiveness of their
organizations and their personal leadership
skills, furthering the creation of jobs and
wealth for communities everywhere.
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